
 

 

 Highlights 

• Developed and documented comprehensive business and functional requirements 
• Presented a thorough review of the functional differences among the various SAP modules 
• Developed standard capability profiles and solution architecture for each facility type 
• Identified more than$50 million in supply chain inventory and cost reductions resulting from the 

implementation of a new system 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
The Challenge 
Faced with the difficult challenge of replacing a 20-year-old 
legacy warehouse management system, this public utility 
client engaged Spinnaker SCA to lead requirements 
definition, solution architecture and the evaluation of 
potential warehouse management system (WMS) providers. 
Without the transformation from the legacy system, the client 
was worried that it would not be able to manage continuing 
growth and would be susceptible to mission-critical failures 
in its materials distribution processes. Additionally, the client 
desired to modernize and enhance its warehousing and 
distribution capabilities in ways not supported by the legacy 
system. 

The Approach 
The project was conducted in an eight-week timeframe. It 
leveraged key stakeholder inputs garnered from site visits 
and workshops conducted with client personnel and industry 
best practice research to define a comprehensive solution 
that met the needs of facilities ranging from distribution 
centers to generation plants to remote material yards. 
Spinnaker SCA leveraged its experience with numerous 
supply chain software implementations to lead the 
requirements definition, solution blueprint, module 
evaluation and business case development. 
 

 
The Results 
Spinnaker SCA provided a comprehensive set of business and 
functional requirements representing all stakeholders and 
facility types, along with a detailed evaluation of those 
requirements against the specific capabilities of the 
warehouse management modules under consideration. The 
solution was architected within an SAP environment and 
included elements of  ECC 6.0, LE/WM and EWM. Spinnaker 
SCA also supported the client in developing the business 
case and ROI for the replacement of the legacy system. 
Implementation of the solution is currently underway with 
completion targeted by the end of 2011. 

About Spinnaker SCA 
Spinnaker SCA is a leading supply chain services firm 
providing End-to-End Supply Chain Strategy, Planning, and 
Execution Consulting services, based in Boulder, CO. 
Founded in 2021 through the joining of two top supply chain 
consulting firms, SCApath LLC and Spinnaker Supply Chain, 
together Spinnaker SCA provides their customers a broad set 
of services to enable their clients’ supply chain capabilities. 
With a combined over 30 years of experience in the supply 
chain industry, Spinnaker SCA’s services offerings include 
Supply Chain Design & Strategy, Supply Chain Planning, 
Omni-Channel Fulfillment, Distribution, and Logistics 
Management and Change Management consulting services. 
To learn more please visit www.spinnakerSCA.com or call 
877-476-0576. 
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